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Since Obama attained public office, he has fought to decrease the 
price it costs to get a good education. Obama has founded this policy 
on his personal difficulties in being able to pay for student loans.  He 
has agreed with the majority of college students that student loans 
are vital to their success and that they should be easy to attain.  He 
also says that the students of today are the people who run America 
tomorrow.  

In 2011, his State of the Union Address was about education and 
innovation.  He finds that education is at the heart of innovation which 
is the key to success.  His Stimulus Plan added much more govern-
ment spending to the education sector.  Obama has a personal goal of 
attaining the highest proportion of college graduates in the world by 
2020. 

In opposition to Romney, Obama has strove to repeal the tax cuts 
that President Bush put in place for households earning more than 
$250,000. He wants to lower taxes on manufacturing industry in or-
der to stimulate growth in that sector of the economy.  Obama’s short 
term goal is that his stimulus spending and tax cuts will give the econ-
omy a burst of life like a defibrillator. 

On the longer end of his tax stick, Obama is trying to cut spending 
and raise taxes on wealthy to reduce the deficit.  Any corporation that 
ships jobs overseas will be taxed more heavily than those that keep 
jobs in America. 

Foreign policy has become an acquired trait for Obama.  He won 
presidential office in 2008 for his stronger economic policy, and since 
the beginning of his time as president, he has attempted to make peace 
with the world.  The first four months of his presidency, when it came 
to foreign policy, was spent trying to appeal to the Middle East and 
Russia by re-enforcing his Jimmy Carter-esque ideals.  These ideals 
are still his pivot point. 

For education, Romney plans to use the same plans he did for the education of his constituents in Mas-
sachusetts.  As governor of the Democratic-leaning state, Romney cut spending by $1.6 billion, including 
$700 million in reductions in state aid to cities and towns.  He feels that education should become priva-
tized.  Soon into his presidency, he would give each student vouchers for money of around six thousand 
dollars so that, ideally, students can go to any school that they wish. 

On taxes, Romney is very adamant about decreasing taxes all across the board by 20%.  He wants to 
make it easier on families to do taxes.  Continuous throughout all of his campaigning has been the support 
of Bush’s tax cut plan.  His most prominent ideal on taxes is to avoid continuing into a recession even 
further by lowering the taxes on middle income families. 

In foreign affairs, although he specializes in economic policy because of his background in business, 
he has said many things that would assert he has a grasp on foreign policy.  He plans to insure that Iran 
will not retain its status as America’s number one national threat.  He also wants to make sure that China 
does not cheat their currency.

Barack Obama

Mitt Romney
Mitt Romney and Barack Obama both wave to their numerous supporters prior to Election Day on November 6th. 
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“I know somewhat about the death penalty Prop and the one on 
Prop 30. But I’m not big on politics. I just let it happen as people 
see fit. I like Prop 30 and 38. Whatever helps us with schooling and 
making future generations of young students become successful,” said 
Junior Camri Paddock.

“There are a lot of props on the ballot this election. The death 
penalty is the one that I’ve been hearing most about. From what I 
hear the death penalty costs a lot of money. I would say yes on getting 
expunged. What’s the point in killing them when they can rot in jail for 
what they have done?” said Junior Gregory Scott.

“I think the Props about education are very important. A lot of people don’t want 
to pass it because it would cause a raise in taxes. But what people aren’t understand-
ing is that students deserve as many opportunities as they can possible get. The death 
penalty is a difficult proposition to decide on. I think that both ways have their own 
good points,” said Senior Marissa Lozano.

“The Prop on the death penalty should not be passed in my eyes. 
I think a person should only get so many chances. People have done 
a lot of horrible things and deserve to get the punishment. But if the 
prop is passed these people will just sit in jail and get fed. Yes, they 
have no freedom, but what does that do? They  will just either plan 
a way to escape or sit and have someone on the outside plan it for 
them,” said Senior Jonah Lessard.

“I feel like it needs to be banned because it’s not right. It may be justifi-
able, but its not right to kill a human being. A lifetime in jail is a better 
punishment than taking the easy way out of death. It doesn’t so much af-
fect the life of the community but it does affect the lives of the loved ones 
he or she has in their family,” said Senior Rj Nelson.

“It doesn’t really matter to me who wins, and even if I could vote, 
I don’t think I could choose. Obama is all about his health care plans 
and Romney keeps talking about how he wants to bring the little 
businesses up. Between Prop 30 and 38, I’d suggest 38. Even though 
it will take a longer time, the taxes will be more spread out and ulti-
mately better for the schools,” said Freshman Jason LaRocque.
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